Redman includesa figure caricature of
himself to remind readers ‘bodies can be
caricatures too’!

Lenn Redman

AUTHOR

e #1 ‘How To Draw Caricatures’ book in the world.

Artist Lenn Redman began build1955, there wasn’t a single instrucing his artist’s reference library at a
tional guide on how to draw caricavery young age and by 1928 had
tures.
amassed a substantial collection. FasRedman changed all that in 1984
cinated with caricaturwhen he authored, iling he included every
lustrated, and debook on the subject he
signed How To Draw
could find. Redman’s
Caricatures, the first
library was filled with
book devoted entirely
anthologies of caricato teaching the art of
caricaturing.
e
tures, anecdotes of the
book is a unique comartists’ experiences,
bination of art, inphotographs of the
struction, personal
artists engaged in
commentary and cardrawing celebrities
icature history. It was
and histories on the
Redman drew this caricature on
art. But other than one tinted paper so he could emphasize designed for the profespage Redman himself the subjects teethe with white paint. sional artist, art student
and those that have no
authored on the subinterest in art per se but who want
ject in Our Wonderful World, a
to learn how to draw caricatures just
young people’s encyclopedia pubfor the fun of it. Currently in its
lished by Spencer Press, Inc., in
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Joe E. Brown - (1891–1973)
American actor and comedian
Above: Lithograph of Verse 3 from Lenn
Redman’s book 'What Am I? ‘ - 24”x36”
limited edition prints available from
lennredman.com

45th edition, How To Draw
Caricatures (ISBN 978-08092-5685-3) is available in
paperback and electronic formats from amazon.com and
lennredman.com.
Redman found out what a
terrific hobby caricaturing
could be when he taught his
first adult evening class in
1963. He had expected his
students to be young with
ambitions to become professional cartoonists. What a
surprise on the first day to see
the class was composed of
people from all walks of life; a
doctor, a mathematics teacher,
a window washer and many
were middle-aged and older,
one in his 80’s!
e entertaining art of caricature is made simple in this delightfully informative book. With
Redman as your guide, you find
caricaturing a cinch as you follow
clear, accessible instructions. e
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book is filled with hundreds of stepby-step instructions and examples.
Photographs of caricatured subjects as
well as the finished caricatures are included so you can see the art in action.
Also included are reproductions of the
work of many famous caricaturists,
and caricatures of political faces and
stars of the stage and screen. Whether
you intend to liven up the next family
dinner with a hilarious caricature or
you
are seriously considering a profesCorporate caricatures were very popular and Redman was commissioned to draw American Oil
executives Mr. Pierce (left) and Mr. Seemer (right)
sion as a caricaturist, this comprehensive
book will pave your way.
Lithograph of Verse 4 from Lenn Redman’s book ‘What Am I?’ - a 12 verse illustrated poem exe beautifully creative original artpounding the beauty and virtue of human diversity.
work is now being reproduced in limited quantity by Redman’s family and
is available thru lennredman.com.
Lenn was a working artist his entire life supporting himself through
caricatures, animation, commercial
and fine art. In addition he taught at
various schools including the Art Institute of Chicago and worked on Fantasia for Walt Disney and the “Porky
Pig” series for Leon Schlessinger. Redman also authored What Am I?, a 12
verse poem, beautifully illustrated
books and large format paintings expounding the beauty and virtue of
human diversity, which will be featured later this year.

Joan Crawford - (1904 - 1977)
American film and television actress who won
an Academy Award for Best Actress for her
role in the movie Mildred Pierce
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